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Issue 7
Business Insider named 
Roger Williams University 
as the ninth most expensive 
housing in the nation last 
week, based on cost statistics 
from the 2013-2014 
academic year. This statistic 
may have been misleading to 
some, as the study looked at 
the most expensive college or 
university in each state, and 
then ranked them against 
each other.
Director of Housing Tony 
Montefusco explained that 
the cost of living on campus 
is due to a variety of factors.
“You have to look at the 
entire picture,” he said. 
“You’re taking a look at room 
and board. When you do add 
the two of them together for 
the academic year, it does 
cause us to be very expensive.”
Montefusco emphasized the 
quality of RWU’s nationally-
ranked dining hall, and that 
higher-quality foods and 
gourmet meals contribute to 
relatively high board costs.
Living on waterfront 
property, incidentally, is not 
a factor in the high housing 
prices, as RWU and the town 
of Bristol implemented a 
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 
(PILOT) program in 2007. 
This initiative allows the 
University to partner with 
the town on issues of mutual 
interest in place of these 
taxes.
With a plethora of factors 
contributing to the cost of 
housing, Montefusco said 
that the University actively 
works to keep the prices in 
check.
“We’re trying to do our best 
to keep things as affordable 
as possible,” he said. “Costs 
have been going up, and 
we’ve been absorbing higher 
utility costs.”
This increase in prices 
for utilities such as heat 
and electricity has been a 
national trend, and RWU 
is not alone in dealing with 
these expenses. Although 
the University does have the 
most expensive room and 
board of all Rhode Island 
colleges, Montefusco said the 
costs are not “that far out of 
the ballpark” in comparison.
Students have raised several 
concerns about the cost of 
University housing, especially 
in comparison to the quality 
of the product.
Junior Kylie Burst believes 
that the housing services are 
not worth the money she 
pays. She believes the school 
should lower the prices and 
expand on housing.
“If this school lowered the 
prices and got more housing 
options, there would be so 
much potential. It’s crazy 
that the most expensive part 
of our tuition bill is housing, 
and that has been the least 
satisfying part of my college 
experience,” Burst said.
This election cycle was a 
big one for Rhode Island, 
especially in the Democratic 
Party. For the first time ever, 
the state nominated a female 
for governor. Democrat Gina 
Raimondo was the victor of a 
close three-way race between 
Republican Allan Fung and 
Moderate Robert Healey. 
Raimondo won with 40 
percent of the vote, but 
Fung was close behind with 
34 percent. Healey came up 
bigger than expected with a 
solid 22 percent. 
Raimondo is currently 
the Treasurer of the state 
of Rhode Island, and has 
battled some criticism 
throughout this campaign. 
Her Alma Mater high school, 
LaSalle Academy took down 
her picture from the wall of 
fame immediately after she 
stated her stance on women’s 
reproductive rights as pro-
choice. This caused a wave of 
conflict, and even caused the 
high school to take down all 
the pictures from their wall. 
Though the election results 
were very close, many people 
were not surprised by the 
results. 
“I went to the debate 
and I would say that she 
[Raimondo] definitely 
deserved to win,” said senior 
Avery Langille, “she was a 
really good speaker and I feel 
like she brought in her own 
personal twist to the entire 
thing. I definitely think 
it’s great change to Rhode 
Island.”
Though Fung was not 
see raimondo, a3
politics
Steph Ressler
Herald Contributor
Gina Raimondo 
proves victorious
Allan Fung at a loss
Raimondo beats Fung in Tuesday night’s gubernatorial election with 40 percent of the vote. Photos from ABC6 gubernatorial debate Oct. 28.
Housing 
ranks ninth 
most costly
Steph Ressler
Herald Contributor
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On top of Public Safety’s 
24/7 services, Rave Guardian 
is a part of the Rave Alert 
system here at RWU. It is an 
app that can be downloaded 
onto any smartphone in 
order to keep all students 
and faculty, both on-campus 
and off-campus, safe. A GPS 
tracking device gives the user’s 
location in case of emergency, 
such as feeling unsafe and in 
desperate need of a ride, or 
other circumstances.
The app also gives users the 
option of importing medical 
information and emergency 
contacts, called “Guardians”, 
in order to communicate 
with emergency services 
in case it is not physically 
possible to do at the time.  
“It’s like carrying the blue 
light system in the palm of 
your hand,” said Director 
of Public Safety Steve 
Melaragno.
The blue light system is the 
campus security system in 
which one of many blue light 
alarms can be touched to 
notify a Public Safety officer 
of an unsafe situation. Said 
officer can act immediately.
Freshman Garrett Helms 
voiced his opinion on the 
safety cautions taken by 
campus security.  
“I feel very safe on campus,” 
Helms said. “Seeing Public 
Safety every night ensures 
me that I am in a safe 
environment.”
If a user is not able to 
access his or her phone to 
alert friends and family of an 
emergency, it is possible to set 
a timer and a message if that 
person didn’t return when 
anticipated. It’s different 
than most emergency apps, 
because this is completely 
hands-free. There is no need 
to use speed dial or send a 
quick text via Siri, because 
the app will automatically 
send a pre-typed text message 
to emergency contacts at a 
set time. For example, if a 
person were going out to an 
unfamiliar place, it is possible 
set a message such as, “Hey, if 
you’re receiving this message, 
it means that I haven’t arrived 
back home as expected. Can 
you please give me a call?”  
The app also allows users 
to set a timer for emergency 
contacts to try to get in 
touch with them if they 
haven’t heard from them in 
a certain amount of time. If 
users want to go anonymous 
when sending in tips about a 
suspicious situation, that’s an 
option too. It’s an easy way 
to alert security when issues 
arise and someone wants to 
stay off the record. 
“We want as many students, 
faculty, and staff to sign up 
as possible to get the full 
benefit across the campus,” 
Melaragno said. “We have 
gotten a few tips already, 
which we have followed 
up on successfully and the 
system works well.”
Rebeccah Durant found 
that Public Safety is a very 
secure presence to have on 
campus. 
“One night on campus, I 
wasn’t having a good night, 
and Public Safety approached 
me on the situation and 
reassured me that I was okay 
for the rest of the night,” 
Durant said. “They genuinely 
care about each student’s 
well-being here on campus.”
As always, the Public Safety 
emergency number, (401) 
254-3333, is available for 
students who may need 
immediate attention.
RWU and
RAVE 
Guardian
GospelFest 2014 brings music and energy 
to students, staff, public
University Advising Center
relocates to library
Kerri Tallman
Herald Contributor
Global Heritage Hall illuminates with song
Jacquelyn Voghel
Herald Contributor
On Oct. 29, the University’s 
Advising Center opened 
in its new location on the 
second floor of the library. 
Previously, the center was 
located in the Administration 
Building.
According to Susan 
Hammond, the director 
of the university Advising 
Center, “[The move] is part of 
a larger scheme to create the 
Center for Student Academic 
Success.” 
Hammond explained that 
the Center for Student 
Academic Success (CSAS) 
encompasses the Advising 
Center, Tutorial Services, 
Student Accessibility 
Services, and the Student 
Advocacy Office. With the 
Advising Center moved to 
the library, the only office 
that is not in the building 
is the Student Advocacy 
Office, which will move 
there in summer 2015. With 
this transition, Hammond 
hopes that students will have 
easier access to the academic 
support services on campus. 
“The idea is to create 
more streamlined, one-stop 
shopping for students who 
are looking for academic 
support services,” Hammond 
said.
Both Hammond and Peggy 
Jablonski, Director of the 
Center for Student Academic 
Success, feel that the library is 
the best building on campus 
for the Advising Center.
“This building is really 
looked upon as the Learning 
Commons,” Jablonski said. 
“It’s a place where all types 
of learning happen. This 
includes the traditional 
notion of a library, as well as 
lectures, seminars, the study 
space that’s available here, 
and all the support services 
that help students to be 
successful academically.”
Hammond was in 
agreement with Jablonski’s 
statement.
“We were in the 
Administration Building, 
which is not an academic 
building,” Jablonski said. 
“As an academic support 
program, this is where we 
should live.”
Approximately 15 percent 
of RWU freshmen enter 
without a declared major, 
and Jablonski and Hammond 
stressed the importance of the 
resources that are available to 
these students through the 
Advising Center.
“It’s a wonderful service for 
students who are undeclared, 
or who are deciding to 
switch majors,” Jablonski 
said. “The professional 
staff members have been 
there for a long time, and 
have a lot of knowledge 
about all the majors across 
campus. They’re very good 
at understanding the process 
students go through when 
selecting a major, with the 
goal being to help students 
find either the right job or 
a post-graduate opportunity. 
There’s also a group of Peer 
Advisor Leaders, who are 
extremely knowledgeable 
about everything from 
registration to which courses 
keep you on track.”
Adding to Jablonski’s 
statement, Hammond 
described the proactive 
approach that the center 
takes when reaching out to 
students.
“Any student who comes 
to campus as a deciding 
student is contacted by us,” 
Jablonski said. “They meet 
with us as often as necessary, 
to get to the point where 
they can make a confident 
and informed decision about 
choosing their major. Most 
of our students reach that 
decision by the end of their 
first year.”
For freshman Caroline 
Keane, who entered the 
University as an undecided 
student this fall, the Advising 
Center has proven helpful as 
she chooses a major.
“The Advising Center has 
helped me figure out which 
field I would be best in,” 
Keane said.
In addition to assisting 
freshmen who enter the 
University as deciding 
students, Hammond noted 
that the Advising Center’s 
services are equally helpful 
for “transitioning students” 
who want to change their 
major, but are unsure of 
which field would be best for 
them.
“Essentially, they become 
a deciding student,” 
Hammond said. “We help 
these students in the decision 
making protocol to decide 
what the next step should be 
in how to change direction.”
While the Advising Center’s 
move was completed 
very recently, Hammond 
is optimistic about the 
transition’s success.
“We’re delighted to be in 
the library, “ Hammond said. 
“We’re really looking forward 
to the Student Advocacy 
Office coming over here, and 
as time goes on, developing 
the brand of the center and 
announcing it to the entire 
campus. Nowadays, CSAS 
is in its infancy, and we’re 
looking forward to really 
rolling it out.”
The University Advising Center has relocated to the second floor of the 
library. The move will provide students easier access to all academic 
services on campus
The third annual GospelFest was held in the Global Heritage Hall as a closing event for the “Lincoln: The Constitution and the Civil War” traveling 
exhibit that opened at the University Library on Sept. 23. Students, faculty, and the Bristol public were all invited to hear Michael Evora and the Prism 
of Praise Community Gospel Choir as well as Jonathan Richter and the RWU Chorus.
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The Multicultural Student 
Union (MSU) hosted the 
first ever Multicultural Dance 
Conference on Wednesday 
in the campus Recreation 
Center.
This event consisted of 
four hour-long classes 
where participants could 
learn one of four types 
of dances pertaining to a 
specific culture: Hip Hop, 
Bollywood, West African, 
and Salsa.
“The point is basically to 
bring dance culture to Roger 
Williams. The Multicultural 
Student Union focus on 
cultural aspects like food or 
practices, but a lot of the 
fun stuff that we do in our 
countries a lot of people don’t 
know about,” said MSU Vice 
President of Programming 
and junior Pelumi Adegawa.
The classes were taught by 
professional trainers, who 
attempted to shed light on 
their specific dance culture as 
well.
“Being African, I’m used 
to a certain type of dance,” 
Adegawa said. “I’m used to 
African dances and maybe 
hip-hop from TV but I’ve 
never actually had the 
advantage of learning about 
them close up, so we thought 
it would be great for Roger 
Williams students to be able 
to learn about different types 
of dances and learn about 
culture from those dances.”
The classes were followed 
by a showcase of what the 
students had learned and 
then a dinner consisting of 
food from the four cultures. 
Student reaction to the 
experience were positive.
“I’ve been doing hip-hop 
dancing for the past couple 
of years and I really like it, 
so I wanted to try it,” said 
sophomore Sarah Zawisza, 
who said the experience 
taught her to “just to kind 
of loosen up more and have 
more fun.”
from page a1
MSU hosts cultural 
dancing event
RAIMONDO: 
University engages 
in election night
RJ Scofield
News Editor
named governor, he will 
remain mayor of Cranston. 
Langille was sympathetic 
towards Fung.
“I think it would have been 
cool to have the first Asian-
American governor, but I 
didn’t really agree with some 
of his beliefs about taxes and 
such,” Langille said.
The more controversial 
race was the mayoral race 
in Providence. Democrat 
Jorge Elorza was elected over 
Independent Buddy Cianci, 
a two-time convicted felon 
who had never lost a mayoral 
race. 
Elorza is a professor of 
Law at RWU and a housing 
court judge in the city of 
Providence. Though he 
lacked experience in political 
office, the people recognized 
that he has what it takes to 
lead the biggest city in the 
Ocean State. 
Going into this mayoral 
election, Cianci and Elorza 
were very close in the polls 
all the way to the end. On 
election day Republican 
candidate Daniel Harrop 
stated that he voted for 
Elorza, encouraging his 
supporters to do the same. 
In this instance, the 
Democrats and Republicans 
ignored their political 
differences and came together 
to keep a convicted felon, 
who is well liked in the city, 
out of office. 
For students on campus 
who wanted to stay updated 
with the Rhode Island 
election results, Hawk The 
Vote campaign media lab co-
sponsored with the Society 
of Professional Journalists a 
live studio broadcast of the 
event, with field reporters on 
locations. This was being live 
broadcasted to the audience 
in the Global Heritage Hall 
on WPRI 88.3 FM and on 
Hawkthevote.com.
Geordy Boveroux is a 
senior Journalism major and 
is the project manager of 
Hawk the Vote. He was very 
pleased with how the team 
performed with their relative 
lack of experience. 
“Everything for the Hawk 
the Vote was leading up to 
the live election coverage. It’s 
not just new for the people 
involved, but for RWU in 
general. This was the second 
time we ever attempted this,” 
Boveroux said.
Hawk the Vote worked 
tirelessly these weeks leading 
up to election night and is 
happy all the hard work has 
finally paid off. 
“I originally was part of the 
inaugural team, so I really 
wanted to see things from a 
managerial role, and from in 
the studio, rather than out in 
the field this time,” Boveroux 
said.
The results of this election 
kept everyone on their toes 
because it could have gone 
either way.
The confirmed results 
of the Elorza victory was 
announced through Hawk 
the Vote before ABC channel 
6 and NBC channel 10 
announced it. Hawk the 
Vote had a similar situation 
in their last campaign media 
lab, where they were given a 
national award.
“All the races were really 
close and all very exciting,” 
Boveroux said. “We didn’t 
think we would get to 
announce any winners with 
the time we had for the live 
steam. But then suddenly 
they all came in at once.”
She also believes new 
building initiatives should 
be used to build more 
housing space for students, 
considering that class sizes 
are increasing each year and 
the options have remained 
static.
“I wish I had more 
options to choose from as 
an upperclassmen. Even 
the options I do have aren’t 
very exciting. I wanted to be 
on campus one more year 
but didn’t get housing on 
campus. They need to build 
more dorms instead of a 
sailing center,” Burst said.
Burst was extremely 
dismayed to find that every 
kitchen in the apartments 
surrounding hers in the 
Almeida apartment complex 
had been renovated this 
summer, but her kitchen was 
left ignored.
“The kitchen I have is 
completely outdated and 
disgusting. Not to mention 
the stove is lopsided. All of 
my neighbors in this building 
have beautiful stainless steel 
appliances and brand new 
tiles. How is it fair that I 
have a kitchen that looks like 
its from the seventies, and 
I’m paying the same price 
as people with brand new 
kitchens,” Burst said.  
Due to these problems with 
housing, Burst is looking to 
move off campus next year.
“I will save so much money 
by living off campus, and get 
such a better quality place. 
For over $10 thousand, I am 
living in an old-fashioned 
college apartment when I 
could be spending $500 a 
month for a nice apartment 
or house, and my own room,” 
Burst said.
Alternatively, former 
Resident Assistant junior 
Drew Pichnarcik has no 
problem with the high 
expenses because he believes 
the housing department puts 
in good work.
“Unless you have worked 
for housing or anything 
like that, there is no way of 
knowing how much work 
the RA’s, Cores, and housing 
staff members put in to 
make living at RWU fun,” 
Pichnarcik said. “Sure, there 
are problems for rooms, like 
a dishwasher doesn’t work, 
or there’s a draft through 
the window, but it’s not like 
other schools don’t have those 
problems either,” Pichnarcik 
said.
He is currently living in 
North Campus Residence 
Hall and is very satisfied with 
his living situation.
“When notified of issues, the 
housing department works 
hard for the satisfaction of 
the residents in a very timely 
manner,” Pichnarcik said.
Junior Sean Redfearn is a 
student that worked for the 
Housing Office over the 
summer.
This summer, Redfearn 
helped with the renovations 
in the apartments in Almeida, 
a change that he believes was 
vital for university housing 
to undergo.
“This summer, housing 
renovated apartments in 
Almeida with stainless steel 
appliances and brand new 
kitchens. Obviously, the 
demand for students to live 
in university apartments is 
becoming greater, due to 
the growing competition 
for off-campus apartments,” 
Redfearn said.
Though all may not agree 
that the housing prices are 
justified by the services, 
many like Redfearn agree 
that the University is doing 
its best to make the RWU a 
great place to live.
HOUSING: University room 
and board costs rank high 
in state and national lists
from page a1
- Tony Montefusco, 
Director of Housing 
You have to look at 
the entire picture...
we’re trying to do 
our best to keep 
things as affordable 
as possible.
Students learn a variety of cutural dances during a session.
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The fallen leaves, colder 
temperatures, and echoes of 
“is it Winter Break yet?” can 
only mean one thing: I’m not 
alone in finding myself in a 
mid-semester slump. It happens 
every year at about this time; 
the motivation with which we 
started the semester has all but 
disappeared and it feels like the 
only thing we can do at this 
point is hang on and hope for 
the best.
Whether you’re feeling less 
than passionate about your 
schoolwork, your relationships, 
your extracurriculars, or a 
combination of the three, I urge 
you to find a way to bring back 
the old you. There’s really no 
sense in doing something if you 
don’t get enjoyment out of it, 
right?
If you’re finding yourself 
hanging on for dear life in 
your classes, take some time to 
regroup. Make a to-do list or a 
calendar of everything you have 
coming up; just writing down 
your thoughts can be a huge 
stress-reliever. As dark winter 
mornings approach, it’s easier 
than ever to sleep through those 
early classes. Making an effort 
to get to class can do wonders 
in both making professors see 
that you care enough to show 
up and, if nothing else, learning 
through osmosis.
I know I’m not the only 
student who panicked when the 
multi-section finals schedule 
email came out and reminded 
me we only have 39 days until 
finals begin. Catching up 
now, in assignments and in 
understanding the class material, 
is bound to save us in the long 
run. Take a step back, have a 
clear outline of everything you 
need to do, and I’d be willing 
to bet the stress will seem a lot 
more manageable.
It’s easy to let our academic 
stress carry over and have a 
negative affect on interpersonal 
relationships, whether with 
friends, family, or significant 
others. We have to keep in mind 
that they have at least as many 
things on their plates as we have 
on ours and, if anything, they’re 
there to help.
If you’re feeling apathetic in 
your relationships, try to do 
something to spice it up. See 
if you and your friends, family 
members, or significant others 
can both come up with ideas 
to put more passion back in 
your relationships. Some classic 
favorites include going out 
to dinner, a movie night in, 
or a day trip somewhere new 
to show that you appreciate 
spending time together and that 
the lack of passion can be fixed.
There are few things that 
bother me more than hearing 
people wish time away, 
especially during these four 
short years in college. Being 
involved in extracurriculars can 
often be overwhelming when 
the stress of the semester starts 
to build up, but they’re what 
make college worth it. Remind 
yourself why you got started in 
the first place and it’ll make it 
much easier to keep going.
If we all make it a point to 
stop spending most of our time 
complaining about how much 
we have to do and how ready we 
are to be celebrating the winter 
months at home, the campus 
will be a much more positive 
place. We have the ability to 
change the negative climate, 
embrace all that we have going 
on, and make the most of our 
limited time here. Despite 
winter’s impending arrival, I 
am hopeful and confident that 
we can pull ourselves out of 
this collective slump and regain 
some passion and positivity.
Jessica Cutliffe
Managing Editor
EDITORIAL: Avoiding the mid-semester slump
Keeping the passion alive despite workload woes
Remind yourself why 
you got started in 
the first place and it’ll 
make it much easier to 
keep going.
EDITOR’S DESk A5WANT TO PlACE AN AD?Contact Jessica Cutliffejcutliffe609@g.rwu.edu
Do you...
Have an idea of  a story you want us 
to cover?  
Feel strongly about an issue on 
campus? 
Have an investigative news tip for us?
Let us know!
Twitter
@thehawksherald
Email
hawksherald@gmail.com
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S SUDOKU
Or come see us in the Campus Recreation 
Center, Suite 202.
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Rugby stays perfect in championship
WOMEN: 
Hawks sneak past 
Gordon College
courtesy jason rosa
After finishing the regular season with a perfect 7-0 season, the 
Roger Williams University men’s rugby team beat Plymouth 
State University 26-12 this past Saturday to win the Colonial 
Coast Conference Championship. Tries were scored by 
Colin McSweeney, Ray Limoges, Charlie Stanley, and Keith 
Chamberlain. Jedu Armar converted three kicks of his four 
kicks. The game was played in frigid conditions of about 40 
degree weather with a lot of wind and rain which played a big 
factor. “Being a senior on this team it has been amazing to see 
the program develop from when I first came in to where it is 
now,” said Jason Rosa, a four-year member of the team. “We lost 
my first three seasons in the conference championship to rival 
Salve Regina so this was a game we all wanted to win very badly, 
especially the guys who have been on the team a few years now.”  
RWU looks to continue its playoff run on Nov. 15 at 1 p.m. 
when it competes in the USA Rugby Division II New England 
Playoffs.
rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
Senior Rebecca Smith and freshman Kasey Provost celebrate after a 
goal during Saturday’s quarterfinal game. 
MENS: Second half goals 
help RWU to next round 
Following the seven early 
shots, the Hawks gained ball 
control and had two corner 
kicks back-to-back. On the 
second corner kick, Carlson 
found a loose ball in the box 
and scored. The goal gave the 
Hawks’ a 2-0 lead.
The pressure of the game 
heightened for the Hawks 
when Curry answered with a 
goal approximately 15 minutes 
later and cut the deficit in halk 
with over 20 minutes left in the 
game.
Even at moments when Curry 
had opportunities to tie the 
score, Carlson explained that 
the team remained composed 
and did not panic.
Sheldon gave the Hawks some 
insurance with his spectacular 
goal just two minutes after 
Curry had scored. The pace of 
the game picked up after RWU 
scored its third goal. Both 
teams rushed up and down the 
field with RWU trying to keep 
the ball away from Curry and 
Curry trying to net that elusive 
second goal. The Hawks were 
able to hold on and come away 
with a 3-1 win.
The men’s soccer team was 
eager to get back on the field 
against Curry, as during the 
regular season the Hawks lost 
their first match-up against 
them 2-1.
RWU senior goalkeeper Tom 
Mangels played the full 90 
minutes and finished with eight 
saves for the Hawks, while the 
goal keeper for Curry had three 
saves.
Under pressure, Mangels dove 
to the ground and stepped up to 
the 18-yard box when necessary. 
In the middle of the second 
half, a huge scoring opportunity 
for Curry was crushed when 
Mangels ran to the top of the 
18-yard-box and slid into a 
Curry forward to knock the ball 
out of the penalty area when 
Curry had a breakaway.
“Mangels was outstanding,” 
said head coach Jim Cook.
In addition, Cook explained 
that, overall, the team defended 
well and that there were 
contributions from everyone. 
Sadly for the Hawks, their 
CCC tournament run came 
to a disappointing close on 
Wednesday night against 
Gordon College.
After defeating Gordon 3-2 in 
the last game of the season, the 
Hawks faced them again in the 
semifinal round. 
The game was tied 1-1 after 
regulation and went into 
penalty kicks. Gordon went 
on to defeat the Hawks 4-2 in 
penalty kicks to win the game. 
Junior James Sheldon scored 
the lone goal for RWU. 
The loss put an abrupt end to 
the Hawk’s four game winning 
streak and also their run in the 
CCC tournament.
rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
Freshman Kabine Conde streaks up the field with the ball.
Follow 
@HH_Sports 
on Twitter for live 
game updates and 
stories online!
Women’s volleyball
Endicott College
11.6.14 | 7 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey
Bridgewater State 
University
(at Driscoll Arena)
11.7.14 | 6 p.m.
Women’s soccer
Wentworth Institute 
of Technology
11.8.14 | 2 p.m.
Hawks 
upcoming 
home 
schedule
Don’t miss 
our winter 
sports 
previews 
next week!
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goal, which turned out to be 
the game-winner, was only her 
second of the season. Hart has 
carved out an increased role on 
the team this season, playing 
in 21 out of the 22 games this 
season and making 12 starts. 
Although the goal count has 
not jumped off the charts this 
season, Hart’s impact on the 
field has been noticeable.
“It was really exciting to be 
able to contribute that much 
to a win,” Hart said. “I always 
say that I want to score more 
because I play an offensive 
position but I would rather 
score a few goals in important 
games than just score [a lot] 
when we are winning 8-0. I felt 
really accomplished.”
The Hawks now move on to 
the CCC Championship game 
against Wentworth Institute 
of Technology this Saturday, 
Nov. 8 at 2 p.m. Since they 
claimed the number one seed 
in the playoffs, the game will 
be held at Bayside Field. The 
Hawks played Wentworth a 
mere 15 days ago and beat 
them 2-1. After an early exit 
in the semifinal round of the 
playoffs last year, the team looks 
to take the final step toward 
reaching their goal of a CCC 
Championship.  
rwuhawks.com
Hawks improve to 8-0 with win over Salve Regina
RWu 26, sAlVE 12
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College sports can be a big business. 
From ticket sales to selling television 
and radio rights to major broadcasting 
channels, college sports teams can 
provide a significant amount of 
revenue to the NCAA and 
participating schools.
The NCAA functions 
much like any other large 
business. It makes a profit 
- a large one, in fact - and 
has plenty of employees 
working for it. The main 
problem, however, is that 
the “company’s” most important 
workers, the players, are the structure of 
its business but still won’t see a dime of 
any revenue, aside from their promised 
academic scholarships and other 
specified expenses.
According to a national college’s 
advocacy group, the average Division 
I football player would be worth 
$121 thousand a year, compared to 
a Division I basketball player who be 
worth an astounding $265 thousand 
per year. Why do such valuable parts 
of an organization receive almost no 
compensation?
Well, the NCAA and other college 
purist fans would say that they are not 
just athletes, but student athletes. Some 
also argue that paying the players would 
diminish the players’ focus on winning, 
their team, and school spirit. While I 
would agree that NCAA athletes would 
act more like players at the professional 
level if they were paid, I don’t think 
paying the players at least a chunk of 
what they are worth would drastically 
alter the culture and “purity”of the 
sport.
In many cases, the academic scholarship 
that some players receive is only partial 
and does not cover outside expenses 
such as food. Former University of 
Connecticut star point guard 
Shabazz Napier stirred the 
national discussion by 
stating, “some nights, I 
would go to bed hungry.” 
It’s sad and hard to believe 
that a national star that is 
so prominent and talented 
goes home after a big game 
and lives almost in poverty. And, 
if you were naive enough to say to 
these players “get a job,” then you 
would fail to understand that being a 
student athlete at the Division I level is 
a full-year commitment. Players at the 
highest level and best schools spend, on 
average, 43.3 hours per week in athletic 
commitments according to a report 
done by the NCAA.
Paying the players directly would also 
curb the “black market” of college sports 
in which athletes accept compensation 
from outside sources. Players who can 
barely afford food or rent would no 
longer seek payment illegally from a 
company or sponsor, which would 
reduce player punishment and not 
provide a threat to a school’s program 
just because a star running back wanted 
to get money for his autograph.
It’s clear to see that the NCAA is 
exploiting its players. The reality is that 
the NCAA is too afraid to make any 
changes because they have a mentality 
that is stuck in the past. College sports 
have grown tremendously since the 
NCAA has been formed, and while 
ticket sales and television deals increase, 
one thing has stayed stubbornly and 
painfully constant; lack of player 
compensation. 
Student athletes are making the 
NCAA revenue every single week and 
they never see a dime of it. It is time for 
the NCAA to make a change and give 
these athletes what they deserve, a pay 
check.
Most Division I colleges recruit 
high school athletes because they 
think will play well in the NCAA. 
That makes sense. Every team wants 
to have good players, but the 
problem with some of these 
Division I schools is that 
the athletes often receive 
full scholarships to play 
football, basketball, etc. 
So, right off the bat, 
they’re going to college for 
free to do something they 
enjoy and excel at. Maybe 
it doesn’t seem like a huge issue, 
but to me and other college students 
that don’t have full scholarships, it’s a 
bit annoying. Anyway, the point I’m 
trying to make is that a lot of Division 
I NCAA athletes already have full 
scholarships, and now it looks like some 
athletes are trying to fight in court to 
allow college athletes to get paid. That, 
to me, is just plain absurdity. 
Unfortunately, over the summer, the 
NCAA voted to allow 65 teams from 
the Division I conferences to make 
their own rules. In other words, the 
NCAA is giving these teams autonomy. 
According to an article in Time 
Magazine, athletes from these teams 
will not only be given scholarships, but 
also the full cost of attendance, money 
for food, clothing, and the occasional 
trip to the movie theater. Depending 
on the school, this could amount to 
athletes receiving an additional $2 
thousand to $5 thousand. It’s one thing 
for a school to give a full scholarship to 
an athlete, but allowing something like 
this to happen is unfair to other college 
students who need a lot of financial aid 
to pay tuition and room and board.
A common argument college athletes 
use on the topic of being paid is that 
they need money to buy food, hang 
out with friends, buy new clothes, etc. 
Since they spend most of their days 
practicing, they barely have time to 
find a job to earn money. The average 
college student suffers the same 
problem these athletes do. They need 
a way to generate money to go out and 
buy things. While they may have more 
time than the athletes, the jobs they 
receive are often minimum wage jobs. 
Minimum wage jobs are not enough to 
sustain constant outings with friends on 
the weekends. So instead, many college 
students end up having to eat frozen 
dinners and ramen noodles, as 
they are both cheap and easy 
to find. The average college 
student does not receive a 
full scholarship like the 
athletes. 
The worst part about 
this is that most of the 
scholarships given to a 
normal college student aren’t 
as much as the college athlete’s. 
Some more prestigious schools such as 
Duke University, Harvard University, 
and Yale University, will give athletes 
more money per semester, which is 
partly because of their tuition and 
room and board costs. I don’t have 
a problem if the athlete gets a full 
scholarship and has good grades. 
Andrew Luck, the current quarterback 
for the Indianapolis Colts, graduated 
his high school class as salutatorian 
and played at Stanford University for 
four years. I can understand someone 
like Luck getting a full scholarship, 
but someone who had average grades 
throughout high school, but excelled 
in sports shouldn’t get essentially the 
same scholarship as Luck. It’s unfair 
and unbalanced.   
Recently, as if getting a full 
scholarship wasn’t enough, there have 
been incidents with some college 
athletes such as University of Georgia 
running back Todd Gurely getting paid 
for signing memorabilia. He has been 
suspended for four games by the NCAA 
for receiving more than $3 thousand 
in cash from multiple individuals for 
signing memorabilia. At least he got 
suspended for this. It’s not fair to other 
students, even to his teammates, that 
he gets paid for signing a jersey or 
football helmet.
All I’m trying to say is that NCAA 
athletes should not be paid. I think 
the NCAA does a lot of things right, 
but paying athletes is something that 
should not be done.  
Joseph Carosi
Herald Contributor
Keith Richard
Herald Contributor
Should college athletes 
be paid?
CROSS COUNTRY: McGowen twins 
finish strong in first championship race 
from a8
Other members of the men’s 
team who stood out were 
McGowan’s twin brother, Jack, 
who finished third with a time 
of 27:32. Junior Chris Busby 
finished just a second behind 
Jack McGowan for fourth place 
in the men’s field.
The women’s team saw senior 
Hannah Zydanowicz perform 
strongly once again. She found 
herself in a tight race with 
UNE’s Brittney Sorbello and 
the two of them were head-
to-head the entire race. As 
the two approached the finish 
line, Sorbello reached her body 
out and just barely defeated 
Zydanowicz. Both finished 
with a recorded time of 23:55. 
Also standing out for RWU was 
senior Jamie Wandzilak, who 
finished in the top ten with a 
time of 24:56.
“I am very happy and 
impressed with the team. They 
pulled together and gave it their 
everything in some of the most 
adverse conditions we could 
have imagined,” Zydanowicz 
said. “Personally I am happy 
with the effort that I gave, 
but there is disappointment 
knowing how close I came to 
finishing first.”
Overall, Livingston is happy 
with his team’s performances 
this past weekend in the adverse 
weather conditions.
“They executed the way we 
expected them to execute,” 
Livingston said. “First and 
second, you can’t complain too 
much about that.”
The focus for the Hawks 
now shifts to the next two 
weekends. This weekend, 
RWU travels to Westfield State 
University for the Eastern 
College Athletic Conference 
(ECAC) Championships and 
then the next weekend are 
the New England Division 
3 Championships. At New 
England’s, individuals and 
teams can qualify for the NCAA 
Championships.
For the men’s team, they are 
hoping to crack the top ten 
at New England’s. The best 
that they have ever finished is 
fourteenth, but this year, the 
team feels that they could set a 
school record for best finish at 
New England’s.
“For the men, I think this is 
the best team that we have ever 
had here,” Livingston said. “If 
we run like we are capable of, 
I think that top 10 is possible.”
Both the men and the women 
will be relying on their top 
talent in the next two weekends. 
The women are hoping that 
Zydanowicz can continue to 
succeed even with her injuries 
throughout the season and for 
the men, they are looking for 
the young McGowan twins 
to keep building on their 
successful rookie years.
For Livingston, he is hoping 
for not only individual success 
at these next two weekends but 
also team success.
“It’s always nice to have the 
individuals go but it’s always 
better to come to as a team,” 
he said. “I hope that everyone 
is ready to for these next two 
weeks.”
rwuhawks.com
The men’s cross country team took home their fourteenth straight title over the weekend at Gordon College.
It’s clear that the NCAA is 
exploiting its players. The 
reality is the NCAA is too 
afraid to make changes 
because they have a 
mentality that is stuck in 
the past.
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SECTION STAFF
People often say that first impressions 
are everything and that you need to 
always start a new opportunity on the 
right foot. The women’s soccer team 
took this to heart in their game this 
past Tuesday against Gordon College. 
The Hawks beat Gordon 1-0 in the 
Commonwealth Coast Conference 
(CCC) semifinal round.
The game was hard-fought from the 
beginning; with the only goal coming 
less than four minutes after the first 
whistle blew. The Hawks were able to 
strike first, putting Gordon on their 
heels and were able to hold on to their 
lead with solid defensive play.
For the Hawks, the beginning of the 
game was almost too good to be true. 
Just three minutes into the first half, the 
team was awarded a free kick from just 
inside their offensive zone. Sophomore 
back Kristen Casey stepped up to take 
the kick and launched a ball towards the 
18-yard box. The ball flew over the head 
of the Gordon defenders and dropped 
right at the feet of Hawks sophomore 
midfielder Jenna Hart. Hart had slipped 
behind the defense and was alone in 
front of the net with the ball at her feet. 
She settled the ball and buried a shot over 
the goalkeeper’s head. The connection 
between Casey and Hart went on to be 
the only score of the game.
The rest of the first half was highlighted 
by the Hawks defense. Although the 
Gordon could not generate that many 
chances, the Hawks were able to thwart 
any offensive opportunities that came 
up. Although there were a few mistakes 
and missed attempts the clear the ball, 
the Hawks defense was able to bend, but 
not break, to allow an equalizer.
If the story of the first half was the Roger 
Williams University defense, then the 
second half was in favor of the offense. 
Even though the Hawks were not able 
to score another insurance goal in the 
second half, they dominated possession 
and did not allow Gordon to gain 
momentum with any positive offensive 
play. The Hawks offense kept play in 
their offensive end for the majority of 
the second half, outshooting Gordon 
9-2. RWU generated a large number 
of scoring opportunities in the second 
half. The increased offensive pressure 
led to seven corner kicks for the Hawks 
in the second half alone. Without an 
insurance goal to put the game away, 
Gordon stayed in the game but could 
never figure out how to beat an RWU 
defense that has been stingy all season, 
to say the least.
Women’s soccer head coach Tim 
Moody acknowledged the fact that his 
team made some mistakes throughout 
the game, but they were always able 
to make up for them with solid team 
defense.
“We made a couple of mistakes, like 
everyone does, but they [Gordon] 
didn’t take advantage of it,” Moody 
said. “When we saw we made a mistake, 
someone else was there to cover and get 
back and force them wide or the keeper 
was in a good starting position and had 
her angles covered.”
At the end of the game, Hart’s goal stood 
alone on the home field scoreboard. Her 
When a team is expected to win, there 
is always a target on their back from 
opponents. Everyone wants a piece of the 
best.
The men’s cross country team has have 
been the best in the Commonwealth 
Coast Conference (CCC) for over a 
decade.
Their success continued at Gordon 
College this past weekend as the Hawks 
won their fourteenth straight CCC 
Championship.
“I would rather be the favorite team than 
the one who has to upset a team to win,” 
said Roger Williams University cross 
country head coach Sean Livingston. 
“I told the men that it’s not about just 
showing up but showing up and running 
well.”
Not only was there success for the men, 
but the women’s side of the meet also had 
a strong day. Although the women’s team 
did not finish first, they finished second 
at the meet only behind the University of 
New England.
On both sides of the team, individuals 
stood out.
Freshman Tim McGowan finished first 
in the men’s race with an 8K time of 
27:25. The victory, along with his strong 
season, earned him CCC Rookie of the 
Year honors.
“It was pretty unreal,” McGowan said. 
“Being a freshmen, I didn’t really know 
what to expect, but the fact that it was 
in bad conditions makes it a little more 
rewarding and the fact that my team won 
for the fourteenth straight year made it 
even better.”
One is all you need
Defense carries Hawks to CCC championship game 
Connor Casey
Sports Manager
see womens, a6
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Senior Hannah Zydanowicz finished second 
in the field at the CCC Championships this 
weekend.
Men’s soccer conquers Curry College 
Under windy and rainy 
conditions, the men’s soccer 
team conquered the elements to 
advance to the Commonwealth 
Coast Conference (CCC) 
Semifinals as they came away 
with a 3-1 victory over Curry 
College on Saturday afternoon.
The key moment of the game 
for the Hawks came late in 
the second half. Minutes after 
Curry scored their first goal and 
brought the score to 2-1, junior 
forward James Sheldon took 
the crowd by surprise when 
he launched a long shot from 
the outside right corner over 
the Curry goalkeeper and gave 
the Hawks a 3-1lead with 20 
minutes remaining in the game.
In the first half, there were 
only a few chances to score for 
the Hawks. Regardless of the 
small number of opportunities 
on net, RWU took the field 
with an upbeat and positive 
energy level.
“Our focus was on keeping 
momentum,” said senior captain 
forward Andrew Carlson. “The 
skills are there, but we need to 
put in the effort.”
Despite Curry maintaining 
a majority of the possession in 
the first half, RWU scored the 
first goal of the game midway 
through half when the Hawks 
freshman midfielder Sean 
Janson brought the ball down 
the left side and found the 
middle of the net. The RWU 
defense held strong and the 
team was able to keep a 1-0 lead 
going into halftime.
During the second half, Curry 
had seven consecutive shots on 
goal in the first five minutes. 
rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
Freshman Kyle Farabaugh and junior James Sheldon celebrate after a RWU goal.
Rainy conditions cannot slow down Hawks offense
brad fagan/the hawks’ herald
Senior Kristen Tetreault and freshmen Carla Salcedo work together to bring the ball upfield on Tuesday afternoon against Gordon College.
see mens, a6
see cross country, a7
Andrew Grassey
Sports Editor
Rachel Lombardi
Herald Contributor 
RWu 1, goRDon 0
RWu 3, cuRRY 1
Cross country 
has impressive 
showing at CCC 
Championships
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Juan Hernandez gallops to victory 
Colin McSweeney flips for fundraising 
Josh Avila comes full circle with charity
Who’s the next Mr. RWU?
 Seen doing a back flip for the homecoming crowd at the Roger Williams University homecoming Midnight Madness pep rally, Mr. RWU contestant Colin McSweeney will take the same enthusiasm 
and put it toward the competition. He has taken a creative turn with his fundraising for the 
competition’s cause. McSweeney has expanded and opened his fundraising options not 
only to the RWU campus, but also to the entire Bristol community, as well as online. 
McSweeney has put donation jars in businesses around Bristol for the locals to see and 
also joined a website called gofundme.com for anyone to have access to donating to 
the cause.
McSweeney is actively involved in various aspects of campus, such as being an RA in 
Cedar Hall. He is also on the men’s rugby team and plays intramural soccer. In his free 
time, he enjoys simply spending time with his friends and relaxing.
McSweeney is excited to take part in the competition after seeing some of his friends take 
part in it in the previous years and feels it is nice to take part in a cause this big. He felt that 
fellow Cedar RA junior Marie Giustino would be perfect for the job of his personal assistant 
because he knew she would know exactly what to do.
“I am most excited to meet new people while working toward a great cause,”McSweeney said. 
McSweeney is most excited to meet other people who are also involved in 
great causes on campus and gain more knowledge on the fundraising process 
while having fun along the way. He is confident going into this competition, but 
confesses that there are a lot of other great competitors. For the talent portion of the 
competition, he will be dancing while personal assistant Giustino sings.
“Just be ready,” McSweeney said. 
Juan Hernandez brings his Latin American charm to the Mr. RWU pageant as he prepares to compete for a good cause. He was born in Colombia and his family currently lives in the Dominican Republic; Hernandez hopes to 
follow his mother’s generous lead by fundraising for charities just as his mom does back in their hometown. 
Hernandez has various fundraisers set up around campus, such as selling milkshakes and the penny 
challenge, which is set up in both Maple and Willow dorms. 
Hernandez is also very involved on campus. Majoring in civil engineering, he serves as 
an RA, and also shows his school pride and enthusiasm as a tour guide for prospective 
families. In Hernandez’s free time, he enjoys soccer and participates in the intramural 
soccer team. Hernandez was formerly the president of the polo team and was also 
involved with the equestrian team.
Throughout this competition, Hernandez has help from friend Olivia Ash who was 
recommended through a mutual friend to be his personal assistant for Mr. RWU. 
Hernandez is very exited not only to support a great cause but also to meet new people 
along the way. While participating in this competition, he hopes to learn new skills 
such as how to reach out to others.
“I feel pride and honor in being nominated, especially when you don’t know you’re 
going to be nominated in the first place,” Hernandez said.
Hernandez wanted to take part in Mr. RWU because of his love for helping others. He 
feels this competition is a great chance to get to meet the other contestants on 
a personal level and learn new skills. He has previously worked for stage crew, 
where he took part in setting up for the competition. Now, as a junior, he 
will take the stage himself to perform a unique Spanish lip sync and dance as a 
Mr. RWU nominee. He proceeds through the competition with high confidence.
As for the superhero he will portray, “I chose to be James bond because I am ready 
to rescue the world,” Hernandez said.
For Rhode Island native Josh Avila, the competition and cause of supporting pediatric care is something he holds very close to his heart. He received a liver transplant at a very young 
age and lost someone to the same illness he suffered. With his own father being his 
donor, Avila feels it is important to give back to a cause with which he is so 
familiar. People have helped Avila in the past and now he feels it is his chance 
to give back. Avila hopes to make a difference through this competition, not 
only to the children, but also to the others with whom he is working.
“If I have personally impacted someone throughout this competition, I will 
know I fulfilled my duty,” Avila said.
Avila’s passion also carries over into other aspects of his life. He is majoring in 
political science and minoring in psychology. He finds interest in social justice, 
mock trials and taking part in political conversations. In his free time, he enjoys 
hanging out with his friends and meeting new people. He chose his good friend 
senior Caroline Atkinson as his personal assistant for the competition. Avila feels 
that he and Atkinson work so well together because they are able to combine 
fun and business. Avila leaves the fundraising up to the people around campus by 
leaving donation jars all over campus.
Avila feels optimistic in participating in the competition, but said he feels that it is 
nice to have just made a difference. With his optimism follows excitement 
in having a new perception of things. He is excited to work with others 
and meet new people. His talent act will consist of a powerful song that 
will contain words of hope for the children.
“When you can come full circle, it means you can get through anything, and 
that’s what I am doing, reversing my own circle,” Avila said. 
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Introducing three of the nine contestants and their PAs
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Hawks for Haiti is a new 
club on campus run by junior 
psychology major Aleksander 
Kusik. Hawks for Haiti became 
a club this fall, after Kusik 
became inspired by Professor of 
Education Margaret Thombs.
Haiti has had numerous 
natural disasters because of 
its geographic location and 
large stretches of land exposed 
to the ocean. This makes the 
country extremely susceptible 
to hurricanes. It’s also on the 
border of the Caribbean and 
North American continental 
plates, tectonic plates under 
the earth that naturally shift, 
making it more prone to 
earthquakes. Additionally, Haiti 
also suffers from high levels of 
poverty and malnutrition.
One such natural disaster, an 
earthquake occurring near the 
capital of Port-au-Prince, killed 
an estimated 220 thousand 
people in 2010. Approximately 
1.5 million people became 
homeless after the earthquake 
hit.
Thombs was inspired after 
hearing about these natural 
disasters and reading from 
“Haiti, The God of Tough 
Places, the Lord of Burnt Men,” 
by Richard Frechette, a former 
classmate of hers. Frechette has 
spent time in Haiti learning 
about the country’s extreme 
poverty, violence, social 
issues, and natural disasters. 
He also directs programs of 
Nuestros Pequenos Hermanos 
International, helping to get 
orphanages, schools, a children’s 
hospital, and mobile clinics 
in and around Port-au-Prince, 
according to his book. After 
sharing the book with Kusik, 
the two became enthralled 
by passion to get something 
organized here on our campus 
to help out.
The club they formed, 
Hawks for Haiti, is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to 
serving the people of Haiti. 
It is an ambassador program 
connected to the St. Luke 
Foundation, which, according 
to their website, works on 
“providing education, medical 
care and dignified humanitarian 
outreach in places that have 
been under-served by traditional 
service providers.” 
Thombs added that by 
donating a gift of just $50, it is 
possible to save a patient from 
cholera. 
Kusik has a passionate spirit 
and drive for helping the 
underserved population in 
Haiti.
“I believe that every single 
person has a heart to give, and 
Haiti, being one of the poorest 
countries in the world, really 
needs people’s support and 
service. I believe that RWU can 
be a community where we can 
all serve Haiti,”  Kusik said.
Hawks for Haiti hits close 
to home for some of its 
members. Rosalvens Saint-Jean, 
a freshman studying business 
management and Jean Elie 
Pierre Canel, a junior transfer 
student, both come from Haiti. 
Saint-Jean grew up an hour 
and twenty minutes away from 
the city of Port-au-Prince, in the 
town of Nee Valla Haiti until he 
moved to America 10 years ago. 
He joined the club not only 
because he is Haitian, but to 
give back to the community in 
which he grew up.
“I take pleasure in helping 
others,” Saint-Jean said. “The 
fact that I’m from Haiti and 
attending school here, I’m 
reminded of those children in 
Haiti, and realize that one of 
them could have been me. I’m 
so blessed to be here and love 
giving back in any way I can. 
If I wasn’t here in America, one 
of the wealthiest nations in the 
world, I’d be back in Haiti, one 
of the poorest countries in the 
western hemisphere.”
Canel currently lives in 
Archie, Haiti just five minutes 
away from the ocean. He spoke 
about the places he’s been to 
and how dangerous they are, 
and how life in these places is 
not good. He and Saint-Jean 
have discussed starting a band 
that plays Haitian music and to 
have a Haitian concert to have 
people learn about the music, 
food, and culture of the country 
to promote its positives rather 
than its negatives.
Krystal Cardin, an undeclared 
freshman, joined Hawks for 
Haiti so that she can help 
everyone that she can. She looks 
forward to coming up with 
ideas of how to raise money and 
to figure out ways to donate to 
the children.
“This club makes me feel like I 
have a purpose on campus; not 
only on campus, but to help the 
world,” Cardin said.
Many of the club’s members 
have joined after hearing about 
it from friends. Freshman 
Shannon Cox, a psychology 
major, spoke with her friend adn 
fellow freshman Taylor Danner, 
and together they decided to get 
involved with the club.
“The biggest thing is that we’re 
cultivating this community 
where we really want to help 
people,” Kusik said. “You have 
an opportunity to save lives, to 
help children in orphanages, 
to feed people, to literally 
inspire hope back into their 
lives through all of the disasters 
they’ve been through. No one 
deserves to live in poverty-
stricken places or to feel helpless 
or hopeless. This is why we 
help.” 
If you are interested in joining 
a campus community that has 
aims to help out a nation, meet 
with Hawks for Haiti in room 
108 in GHH on Thursdays at 
7 p.m.
Cassondra Cote
Herald Reporter 
Professor  
of the week
There are so many interesting 
professors at Roger Williams 
University that some students 
never get the pleasure of 
meeting because they are in a 
different field of study. Dr. Alan 
Canestrari is one of them. He 
is a native Rhode Islander and 
professor of education. 
After being approached by 
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing 
to begin a foundations of 
education handbook, he wanted 
to get an international outlook 
on education. He attended a 
conference in Istanbul, Turkey 
last spring and now has just 
gotten back from speaking at an 
education conference in Malta 
for the Institute of Social and 
Economic Sciences. 
He is teaching a new course 
this semester called Classrooms 
as a Community. It’s based 
on the studies of childhood 
development expert Marilyn 
Watson, and Ross Greene, the 
originator of the collaborate 
problem-solving approach. It 
counters the outlook on the 
community of a classroom, and 
the alternatives to punishments 
such as detention. 
Before RWU, Canestrari 
attended Rhode Island College 
for his undergraduate degree, 
where he also received his 
masters degree in education. 
He later earned his doctorate in 
education at Boston University. 
Canestrari came from a diverse 
working-class background, he 
believes he has always been a 
teacher at heart. 
“I’ve been a teacher all my 
life. I come from an Italian 
family, and my grandparents 
immigrated from Ellis Island. 
There was little opportunity 
for them and for my parents. 
They were a part of the working 
class and there wasn’t much 
opportunity for them. But 
there was opportunity for me,” 
Canestrari said. 
His favorite place that he’s 
traveled to is Sicily, Italy, where 
he could experience his heritage. 
He’s also been to many other 
places. 
“I’ve been to a bunch of 
beautiful places. London’s 
nice, and Paris is beautiful, 
too. I’ve also been to Gozo, the 
island that’s supposed to be the 
mythical location of Calypso’s 
island from “The Odyssey” in 
the Mediterranean,” Canestrari 
said. 
When Canestrari isn’t 
teaching, he is cultivating his 
love of music. 
“I play the violin. My father 
was a musician and he always 
wanted me to play as a kid, but 
I was always more interested in 
playing baseball and basketball. 
After he passed away, I had it 
restored and I began learning,” 
Canestrari said. 
His love of the arts also 
translates into cinema. 
“I love Woody Allan. I’ve met 
him twice, one time in Paris.” 
His favorite Woody Allan 
movie is “Fading Gigolo.” 
Canestrari said if he could 
have dinner with any celebrity, 
it would be Woody Allen or 
President Barack Obama. 
“I worked on the Obama 
Campaign, so I wouldn’t mind 
having dinner with Obama. 
I think having dinner with 
journalist Christiane Amanpour 
would be cool, too, as well as 
Lady Gaga.”
Alexis den Boggende 
Herald Contributor  
paul struck/the hawks’ herald
Professor of Education Dr. Alan Canestrari is bringing new courses 
to RWU, as well as wordly experience. 
Canestrari brings culture 
to the classroom 
courtesy hawks for haiti
The students of Hawks for Haiti gather in the Global Heritage Hall meet every Thursday at 7 p.m. The club 
intends to get students involved in international issue. 
New club on campus aims to aid ailing country 
Hawks for Haiti
I  believe that every 
single person has 
a heart to give, and 
Haiti, being one of the 
poorest countries in 
the world, really needs 
people’s support and 
service.
- Aleksander Kusik, junior
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Letters from London
Studying in London has so 
many advantages. The most 
important advantage of being 
in the United Kingdom is 
being able to travel to various 
countries throughout Europe. 
The same goes for other 
students who are studying 
all over this continent. 
Traveling throughout Europe 
is a lot different than traveling 
throughout the United States. 
The first trip I took on my 
study abroad adventure was 
to the beautiful green country 
of Ireland. I traveled with two 
other girls from RWU who are 
also studying at the University 
of Westminster with me. The 
moment we figured out our 
class schedules, we had to act 
quickly in planning our trips. 
Preparing for this trip can 
be very stressful, but staying 
organized and planning in 
advanced makes it a lot easier.
When initially traveling to 
London, I put all my important 
documents that I would need, 
such as my acceptance letter 
and passport in my backpack. 
I knew that they would be kept 
safe and I knew exactly where 
they would be. Having all 
this organized was easy when 
packing for our trip because I 
knew everything I needed like 
my bus and plane ticket would 
be in one place.
I made sure, when we left 
London, that I had cash 
on me, rather than simply 
relying on my credit card. 
This was a good decision 
because I spent a majority of 
my cash on paying for cabs. 
The London underground 
and transportation system is 
one of the best in the world. 
Going from such an efficient 
transportation system to a 
city that only had buses that 
ran every 25 minutes got very 
frustrating. Getting a cab was 
the quickest.
The best part about Ireland 
was being able to travel and do 
day trips to sightsee throughout 
the country. While there, we 
visited King John’s Castle, 
Bunratty Castle, and the Cliffs 
of Moher. The Cliffs of Moher 
were definitely the highlight of 
our trip. They give us the same 
shock factor that the Grand 
Canyon or Niagara Falls would 
on an American roadtrip. We 
were also surprised to find 
other RWU study abroad 
students there to view the 
beautiful Cliffs. It was exciting 
to see familiar faces at such an 
attraction. People come from 
all over the world to view these 
Cliffs, and it was nice to be able 
to be one of those lucky people.
One advantage to being 
a student is that we get 
discounted prices on many 
attractions. Having our student 
ID gave us a 5 Euro discount 
when entering Bunratty Castle 
and village. When abroad, any 
money that I can save is a big 
plus.
Throughout our adventure 
in Ireland, we learned many 
things to help us prepare for 
future trips to come.
Roger Williams
University
1 Old Ferry Road
Bristol, R.I. 02809
Expanding the abroad experience 
Michelle Ryder
Herald Foreign 
Correspondant
Junior Public Relations major 
studying abroad this semester 
at Westminster University in 
London, England. 
michelle ryder/the hawks’ herald
Michelle Ryder and other RWU students gather for a photo at the 
Cliffs of Moher in Ireland.
Snapshot 
Search
This picture is somewhere on campus!
Tweet @thehawksherald and tell us where you 
think the photo was taken. Winners with receive a 
Hawks’ Herald swag pack, and their name and the 
answer will be printed in next week’s issue!
 
Off-Campus 
Housing Opportunities
2015-2016 Academic Year
Two- and three-family homes available
All located within a few miles of the Bristol campus
Set-ups range from 3 to 9 bedrooms
Live with two friends or a house full of 
people you know and trust
Each unit includes a washer & dryer, free trash removal, 
yard maintenance, and snow removal.
Options include private parking, garages, stainless steel 
appliances, dishwashers, and more.
All tenants will be required to sign a one-year 
lease with a parent cosigner form, starting June 
2015 and ending May 2016
To inquire about a showing or if  you have any further questions, 
please contact Eric or Rich at RWUoffcampushousing@gmail.com
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FOLLOW RACY STACY ON TWITTER! @RacyStacy_HH
EDITOR
Kate Murphy                                            
kmurphy404@g.rwu.edu
RACY STACY: Seven things you need to know like, now
Final exam schedules are 
being posted, razors are 
being disposed of (No-Shave 
November, ladies?), and our 
iPhone weather applications 
predict a 75 percent chance 
of leggings, sweatshirts and 
Starbucks Pumpkin Spiced 
Lattes. It’s fall, the end of the 
semester is only weeks away, 
and we’re nearly positive we’re 
going through quarter-life crisis
number four.
 Put down the chocolate bar, 
pause “How To Get Away With 
Murder,” and pay attention as I 
tell you seven things you need 
to know like, now.
 
1. You’re okay
Your hair may have a ponytail 
holder crease in it and your 
underwear lines may be visible, 
but you’re okay. Study hard, 
pay attention, and allow your 
sponge-like absorbent mind to 
take in all it can. But don’t get 
down on yourself when things 
don’t go perfectly. You’re okay.
2. You don’t need to delete 
that Instagram
It’s been 12 minutes and only 
five people have liked your latest 
post on Instagram. One of them 
is the 12-year-old you counseled 
at summer camp and another is 
the account your mom made for 
your Corgi named Pumpkin.
As much panic as this may 
cause, do not press that delete 
button. This may be a silly 
example of defying the negative 
voice in your head, but it is 
important that you do so.
 
3. Who cares if they’re talking 
about you?
You’re pretty sure the two 
friends you went out with every 
night last year gossip about you 
and tear apart your Facebook 
photos (“Girl, she’s trying way 
to hard to be like you…”). 
Furthermore, you’re almost 
positive they’re also considering 
world domination. Whatever 
the case may be, try your 
hardest to follow the words of 
Queen Elsa and “let it go.” As 
curious beings, we will always be 
innately concerned with what 
people have to say about us and 
why they looked at us a certain 
way. I’ll even admit it: nasty 
comments (“you’re pathetic,”) 
and snide remarks (“you’re 
wearing that?”) have dominated 
my thoughts throughout an 
entire day. Oftentimes, it’s just 
the way we’re wired. Try to 
take a deep breath and, instead 
of feeling victimized and sad, 
develop an “F--- the haters,” 
mentality.
 4. You’re going somewhere
Whether or not “Senior Thesis 
FML” is already a document 
saved on your laptop, you’re 
bound to be freaking out about 
“The Real World”. The Real 
World is known for being a 
scary place filled with taxes, 
mortgages, and electricity bills. 
Red Solo cups start to matter 
less among members of The Real 
World, and 401k plans and job 
benefits begin to take over. Put 
the textbook and highlighter 
down, take a step away from 
the lab table, and realize 
that you will and are going 
somewhere in life. Not only do 
you attend a well-known and 
respected private university, 
you’re currently reading a copy 
of its weekly news publication. 
Give yourself a pat on the 
back, superstar (after you finish 
reading this column, of course).
5. You’re not the only who 
feels like crying, laughing, 
and screaming while 
simultaneously eating 
chocolate with one hand and 
scrolling through Netflix 
movie options with the other.
Your cynical Grandpa Gordon 
may mumble something under 
his coffee breath, shake his 
balding head, and grumpily 
condemn America’s youth 
for being overly invested in 
their emotions. Despite what 
Grandpa Gordon may think, 
however, crying and laughing 
about your issues is a healthy 
and normal way to process your 
emotions.
 
6. You’re sexy
Your hair is finally doing what 
you want it to do, your winged 
eyeliner is on point, and is it 
just me or does it look like you 
did two hundred squats in the 
middle of the night?
Banish the cultural practice 
that people aren’t allowed to 
verbalize the belief that they 
look good. Wear what you want 
to wear, use that shade of blue 
eye shadow, “do you,” and do it 
on purpose. You’re sexy and it’s 
okay that you know it.
 
7. You CAN even
We talk down on ourselves so 
often that it’s become second 
nature to us. We say phrases 
like “I can’t even,” to the point 
where we don’t realize why 
we’re saying it. “I’m so fat like I 
can’t even.” Knock the negative 
Nancy nonsense and reframe 
your mindset. You are a capable, 
strong, independent person and 
you CAN even.
Stay you,
 
Racy Stacy
Stop doubting yourself  and undermining your 
worth: do you and do it on purpose
Racy Stacy
Herald Reporter
The real meaning behind No-Shave November
The month of November is a 
trying month for most college 
students as they run the final lap 
of the semester in preparation 
for finals and try to contain 
their excitement for the long-
awaited winter break. However, 
the month is also important 
for those of us who participate 
in the pop-culture trend called 
“No-Shave November”. The 
tradition constitutes that men 
are to grow out lumberjack-like 
beards throughout the month, 
and some women participate by 
not shaving their legs. Although 
those who participate in this 
yearly tradition will tell you that 
it is nice to have an excuse to not 
shave for a month, not many 
of them realize the meaning 
behind the movement.
I have participated in No-
Shave November in the past, 
but have since stopped. Even 
though it was nice to not have 
to worry about shaving for a 
month, I found that I didn’t 
look particularly dashing with 
a beard. 
Unknown to many, No-Shave 
November is a movement 
that originated through the 
American Cancer Society 
(ACS). The point is to raise 
cancer awareness and “to 
grow awareness by embracing 
our hair, which many cancer 
patients lose, and letting it grow 
wild and free,” according to 
www.no-shave.org. Participants 
are encouraged to donate the 
money they would have spent 
on their monthly manscaping 
to educate others about cancer 
prevention.
Furthermore, the U.S. isn’t 
the only country to have 
started a No-Shave November 
movement. According to an 
article in the Kentucky Kernel, 
“No-Shave November could 
have gotten its start in 2003 in 
Melbourne, Australia. Inspired 
by women who had worked 
hard to combat and raise 
awareness for breast cancer, a 
group of men decided to do 
something to create a global 
men’s health movement.” 
Essentially, this “make-shift” 
holiday was created to raise 
awareness for men as well. 
According to the Movember 
website (us.movember.com), 
global participation for the 
cause and more than a million 
donors raised $42 million for 
Movember’s global beneficiary 
partners in 2009.”
It seems as though not 
many No-Shave November 
participants actually know the 
meaning behind No-Shave 
November. I can honestly 
say that until researching the 
movement, I was unaware of 
the underlying meaning. In 
our modern society, people are 
attracted to catchy “fads” and 
trends. 
A similar example would be 
the “ALS Ice Bucket Challenge,” 
a movement to raise awareness 
and money for Amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS). The Ice 
Bucket Challenge became a 
summer sensation, with many 
videos going viral online. The 
challenge raised a great deal of 
money and awareness for ALS, 
but many did not know the 
reasoning behind the challenge 
or, more importantly, what ALS 
was.
Society and the media 
continuously create viral 
messages to promote awareness 
for different issues. These 
message become “trendy” 
worldwide phenomena, but the 
meaning behind the messages 
and movements is often lost. 
According to the Centers 
for Disease Control and 
Prevention, “The World Health 
Organization (WHO) projects 
that without immediate action, 
the global number of deaths 
from cancer will increase by 
nearly 80 percent by 2030.” 
This is why it is more important 
than ever for people to show 
their support and increase 
their understanding. There 
is a meaning to No-Shave 
November, and a very important 
one at that. I believe that it is 
our duty to band together to 
raise awareness and money for 
this cause by participating in 
the movement for its intended 
meaning.
While I look awkward and 
slightly unkempt with a full-
blown beard, I will be partaking 
in No-Shave November now 
that I am fully aware of its 
intentions. So this month, join 
me in putting my razor down 
and shaving cream away in 
recognition of the the true and 
important meaning behind No-
Shave November.
Giovanni Pinto
Herald Reporter
To shave or not to shave?
The point is to raise 
cancer awareness and 
to grow awarness by 
embracing our hair, 
which many cancer 
patients lose, and 
letting it grow wild and 
free.
Senior Charlie Green participates in No Shave November, also known as 
Movember, every year. 
top: no-shave.org, bottom: courtesy charlie green
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Political head-to-head:
Dear RWU,
 
It’s November!
 
I am seeing a lot of fancy beards and mustaches around 
campus and I must say, I am quite jealous of all you 
handsome devils.
 
As you may know, I’ve been clean-shaven for over 400 
years and my bare bronze face is starting to get pretty 
cold.
 
Oh, the things I would give for a thick anchor, 
goatee, or Van Dyke! I’d even settle for some friendly 
muttonchops!
 
Be thankful for those warm, fuzzy face blankets.
 
‘Tis all,
 
Roger
My life 
as a statue
Republican
Dylan Kelly
Herald Contributor
Ebola epidemic
Many nations have instituted 
travel bans on West Africans 
countries with significant Ebola 
outbreaks. On Oct. 31, even 
Canada suspended the issuance 
of visas to travelers who have 
recently visited West African 
countries affected by the Ebola 
virus. The action covers those 
who have traveled to the West 
African countries of Guinea, 
Liberia, and Sierra Leone in the 
past three months. 
Australia has suspended the 
issuance of visas to travelers 
from Guinea, Liberia, and 
Sierra Leone. Travelers from 
these countries to Canada who 
hold permanent visas can enter 
Australia if they have been 
quarantined for 21 days prior 
to arrival, while those who have 
received non-permanent visas 
and who have not departed for 
Australia will have their visas 
cancelled.
Last Wednesday, House 
Speaker John Boehner urged 
President Barack Obama to 
consider a temporary ban after 
two American nurses contracted 
the virus from a Liberian man 
who flew to Dallas to visit 
family. Doubts about the federal 
government’s ability to manage 
the Ebola threat without 
some sort of travel restriction 
increased late Wednesday when 
it was revealed that Amber Joy 
Vinson, the 29-year-old nurse 
who tested positive for the 
virus, had recently traveled via 
airplane.
Simply put, a lot of members 
of Congress want to keep the 
disease out of the U.S. and 
prevent any more cases from 
appearing in American homes. 
Congress believes the best way 
to do this is to place a travel 
ban on anyone who has been to 
West African countries recently 
or who has a passport from one 
of those countries.
Representative Tim Murphy 
(PA-R), who led the house 
panel that sharply questioned 
top health officials over Ebola 
Thursday, insisted that airport 
screenings aren’t enough to 
keep people out of the country, 
especially since infected people 
can carry the disease for up 
to 21 days without showing 
symptoms. 
“Ebola needs to be solved in 
Africa, but until it is we should 
not be allowing these folks in. 
Period,” said Representative 
Fred Upton (MI-R).
I agree with this statement. We 
need to make sure the Federal 
government’s top priority is to 
protect the American people. 
We have an obligation to help 
African nations cure Ebola, but 
we cannot risk American lives 
in doing so.
Throughout hundreds of 
thousands of years, humans 
have learned to adapt to their 
surroundings and prosper 
among one another.
Within recent decades, 
scientist have shared the belief 
that there is a high possibly of 
another planet somewhere in 
our universe that sustains life 
much like Earth. Even if this 
planet is found, however, the 
advanced technology and time 
required to investigate it or 
settle there is not available.
That said, Earth is our only 
home. There is no such thing as 
“new nature” on this planet. We 
are breathing in the same oxygen 
as dinosaurs and prehistoric 
creatures did. We are drinking 
the same water and looking at 
the same sun and moon as our 
neanderthal ancestors. We are 
swimming in the same oceans 
and walking on the same land 
that was once full of vegetation 
and exotic wildlife. Now, it 
seems as though our modern 
society is only concerned 
with making the most money 
possible regardless of the 
personal and natural impact.
I urge you to take a minute 
out of your day to look around. 
Walk outside or look out the 
window at the sun or moon 
and join me in the realization 
that this planet, our home, is 
the only home we have. The 
water and air that we pollute 
on a daily basis is a part of our 
home. Oftentimes, humans 
spend their lives trying to 
prosper and profit. Ultimately, 
however, we are guests of this 
home we call Earth. Are we 
truly prospering if, in doing so, 
we’re inadvertently destroying 
our home?
Jacob Sussman
Herald Contributor
Our planet, our home
No matter your stance on global warming, it is crucial 
to protect our planet
The U.S. issuing 
travel bans from the 
affected areas is 
irrelevant and shows 
how our of touch 
we are with what is 
going on in the rest 
of the region.
Democrat
Erika Johnson
Herald Contributor
We have an 
obligation to help 
African nations 
cure Ebola, but 
we cannot risk 
American lives 
doing so.
Are we truly 
prospering if, in 
doing so, we’re 
inadvertently 
destroying our 
home?
rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
The Ebola virus is an epidemic 
that originated in the Western 
African countries of Liberia, 
Sierra Leone, and Guinea. It 
has created widespread panic 
and safety precautions have 
been taken by the United States 
government. Those returning to 
the U.S. from Western African 
countries undergo several 
mandated evaluations where 
they are screened for Ebola 
symptoms before finally landing 
back in the U.S. Flights to the 
U.S. from the affected regions 
are only allowed to land at 
John F. Kennedy International 
Airport, Washington Dulles 
International Airport, Newark 
Liberty International Airport, 
Chicago O’Hare International 
Airport, and Jackson Atlanta 
International Airport, where 
staff are trained to properly 
screen all passengers for 
symptoms of Ebola. 
On Oct. 20, the International 
Relations Organization at 
Roger Williams University 
hosted a discussion on Ebola 
featuring Jeffrey Ratcliffe, a 
non-governmental organization 
worker who volunteered with 
the Peace Corps in Africa. He 
said the number one concern 
with the spread of Ebola is 
poverty; those most prone 
to contracting Ebola are 
living far from the coast and 
capitals in Western Africa, and 
they cannot afford bleach or 
gloves to properly take care of 
those infected. Since Ebola is 
spread through bodily fluids, 
(sweat, feces, saliva, ect.) not 
having access to these items is 
detrimental. 
Because the spread of Ebola 
has a direct correlation to 
poverty, and a flight from 
Africa to the U.S. averages 
approximately $1,500 or 
more, the U.S. issuing travel 
bans from the affected areas is 
irrelevant and shows how out of 
touch we are with what is going 
on in the region. 
The White House is keeping a 
close eye on what is happening 
and has been issuing statements 
as more information is 
developing. President Obama 
even cancelled his scheduled 
visit to Rhode Island last 
week to meet with Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) officials to address the 
Ebola outbreak. 
To learn more and remain 
updated, visit: http://www.
whitehouse.gov/ebola-response
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There are a plethora of reasons 
why poetry is so popular, one of 
which is the power that the words 
making up the poem have on 
other people. For Massachusetts 
native and junior history major 
Nicholas Andrews, this is no 
secret. Andrews is a poet who 
puts all of himself into each of 
his poems. He started out by 
writing song lyrics for his bands 
in high school.
“Most of the stuff I was writing 
then was much more lyrical,” 
Andrews explained via email.
His words might not have been 
in poem form back then, but 
they still had a lot of power and 
meaning to him. The road that 
led him to writing poetry had 
a few twists and turns, but he 
eventually got there. Andrews 
spent two years after high school 
living in Montana.
“I didn’t have any instruments 
there so I started writing more 
but instead of song lyrics, it 
came out more like the poetry I 
write now,” Andrews said.
This might have been a 
blessing in disguise because it 
helped him discover his passion 
for writing poetry. 
Andrews’ first time 
participating in a Poetry 
Slam was at Roger Williams 
University in 2013 where he 
received third place. Due to his 
passion for poetry, he will be 
participating in the Poetry Slam 
again this year.
When trying to explain what 
slamming is like, Andrews 
described it as almost being in 
a coma.
“During the actual Poetry 
Slam, I have no idea what I am 
feeling. It’s kind of a strange 
lapse in memory, I sit down 
after and for all I know I just 
mumbled a bunch of nonsense,” 
Andrews said.
Although he hopes to do 
better than third place this 
year, Andrews explained a 
sense of unity among the slam 
participants.
“All the slammers are on the 
same team, it’s more about 
sharing your work than it is 
winning,” Andrews said.
Slamming is a very powerful 
experience for Andrews. His 
poems carry a weight that can 
sometimes be hard for him to 
hold.
“The first time I practice 
slamming a poem is when I 
first really feel the weight of 
the poem and I have definitely 
collapsed under that before, but 
that’s when I know it’s one worth 
slamming,” Andrews explained.
His determination for success 
could take him many places, 
but he’s mostly in it for the joy 
of the ride. Andrews is not sure 
where poetry is going to take 
him, but that’s the fun part to 
him. It gives him an escape from 
the constraints that have been 
placed on us.
“You get to break out of the 
basic life plot line of graduate, 
get a career, and work forever,” 
Andrews said. 
He gets his inspiration from 
his daily life, which makes his 
poems even more personal. His 
poems are not always things 
that happen to him directly, but 
also just things that he observes 
going on around him. If the 
observations and experiences 
make him feel a certain way, 
then he uses those emotions to 
his advantage in his poems.
Emotions are a very prominent 
element in his poems, because 
they give them deeper meanings. 
He doesn’t just scratch the 
surface, he digs in. 
Poetry isn’t black and white. 
It can be interpreted many 
different ways, which is why 
people like it so much.
“It’s a way I can get all my 
thoughts out the way they sound 
in my head, and it’s okay for it 
to be a little out there because 
that’s [kind of ] the point,” 
Andrews said.
Poetry slams are not the only 
way that he has shared his 
passion. Andrews has posted 
his poetry online and is more 
than willing to read something 
for anyone who asks. When 
someone is passionate enough 
about something, they are 
willing to share it with the 
world. Andrews hopes to do just 
that. 
Kate Tufts
Herald Contributor
Artist of the week: Nicholas Andrews
Junior Nickolas Andrews often writes on a typewriter rather than a 
computer, finding it much more perferable. 
andrew burgess/the hawks’ herald
Question of the week:
Where is the coolest place you’ve ever traveled and why? 
Ariel Belli | SENIOR
“Disney World, because 
everyone is always so 
happy.”
Pursuing a passion for poetry
What’s 
going 
on this 
week? 
Thursday, Nov. 6
SPL: Craft Fair GHH 
Atrium 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Poetry Slam
CAS 157, 7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 7
SPL/IRHA: 
Mr. RWU Bingo, UC 
9 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
ICC: Senior Getaway, 
Pub Night
Roger After Dark
GHH Artrium
10 p.m. 
Saturday, Nov. 8
ICC: 2017 Dodgeball 
Tourney
FH Cts 2-3
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 12
CEN: ACE/A&C: 
Hawk Talks
GHH Atrium, 7 p.m.
It’s a way I can get all 
my thoughts out the 
way they sound in my 
head, and it’s okay for 
it to be a little out there 
because that’s [kind of] 
the point.
- Nicholas Andrews, junior
Gordon Wood | EVENTS
“Florence, because it was a 
good chance to get out of 
the country.”
Tyler O’Donnell | SENIOR
“England, because it’s like a 
better version of America.”
Zach Marcoulier | JUNIOR
“Mexico, because of the 
warm weather and the all-
you-can-eat food.”
Megan Ferrell | BON APPETITE
“India, because I got 
engaged at the Taj Mahal.”
Emily Burgess | SENIOR
“Disney, because it’s fun.”
Yi Ju Lai | FRESHMAN
“Guam, because it was my 
grad trip from high school.”
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National Nachos Day
Nov. 6
The delicious dish containing tortilla chips covered in nacho cheese 
served with salsa, sour cream, guacamole, and more, known as nachos, is 
celebrate annually across the country on this day.
 
As you may have guessed, nachos originated in Mexico in 1943. 
According to National Calendar Day, “It is believed that Ignaci “Nacho” 
Anaya created the original nachos in the city of Piedras Negras, Coahuila, 
Mexico, just across the border from Eagle Pass, Texas.”
 
When the wives of 10 U.S. soldiers arrived at the restaurant at which 
Anaya was working after it had already closed for the night, he quickly 
pulled together a dish with what he had left in the kitchen for the 
women. When the women asked what he was serving, he named the plate 
“Nacho’s especiales.”
The word of this extraordinary dish spread fast, gaining millions of 
fans across America, and soon the name evolved to “special nachos.” 
The original recipe for this special dish is printed in the 1954 St. Anne’s 
Cookbook.
 
Today you can find a more elaborate form of the loved nachos, 
containing an abundance of toppings, known as “loaded nachos” or 
“super nachos.”
 
Celebrate National Nachos Day by having your own big plate of nachos 
today.
Horoscopes:
Thursday, Nov. 6
Have fun close to home. Work 
interferes with travel. All is not as 
you’d like. It’s not a good time to 
gamble. Keep everybody honest 
with open transparency as a policy. 
Remember that it’s just a game.
A surprising development in a 
group setting inspires action. 
Stifle your aggression (or channel 
it into art or music). A distant 
power figure enters the game. The 
pressure on you eases soon. Keep a 
low, inexpensive profile.
Postpone travel. Breakdowns 
require attention. Actions could 
seem to backfire. Take it slow. Let 
circumstances dictate the time. 
Don’t jump the gun. Listen to 
your heart. Make requests, and 
someone else solves the problem. 
Communicate with your team.
You’re in charge. Don’t be afraid. 
Be obsessed with details. Review an 
intended action to avoid unpleasant 
surprises. Your list of things to do 
grows. Clean as you go. Postpone a 
shopping trip. Listen to your heart.
Get your homework done before 
going to play. An unexpected 
windfall comes from handling 
details early. Shipping and travels 
discover delays or deviations... 
stick close to home and handle 
fundamental priorities. Clean 
something. Make choices and 
declare them.
Breakdowns keep your focus 
on immediate necessities. Hold 
your temper. Start with a plan. 
Keep cool, even if someone does 
crazy things. Keep costs down. 
Compromise and tact are required. 
Encourage creative thinking and 
find the comedy.
Be prepared to apply some elbow 
grease, and accept a profitable 
challenge. If at first you don’t 
succeed, back to the drawing board. 
It could get explosive. Patience and 
persistence reach to breakthrough. 
Collaborate. Take detailed notes.
Things could get chaotic and 
expensive. Cut entertainment 
spending. Don’t fall for a sob story. 
Heed cautionary warnings. Don’t 
try a new method yet. A fascinating 
discovery arises from a brilliant 
suggestion or idea. Practice leads 
to perfection.
Things may not follow the plan. 
Aim for thoughtful rather than 
impulsive choices. Accidents or 
mistakes could get costly... slow 
down and review options. Delegate 
what you can, and recharge 
batteries. Allow extra time for 
distant matters.
Finish your work, and postpone 
a trip. Revelations could alter the 
destination. Barriers or obstacles 
at home slow the action. Take it 
easy. Think it over. Make your 
choices, and let others decide for 
themselves. Get organized.
Words get farther than actions. 
Make bold declarations. There’s still 
work to do. Remain cautious with 
your money. Pad your schedule 
to leave time for the unexpected. 
Don’t travel yet. Find peace on a 
walk in nature.
Respectfully navigate the chaos. 
Unexpected breakdowns at 
work require attention. Handle 
immediate concerns, and put the 
rest on hold. Don’t throw good 
money after bad. Merge a financial 
opportunity into vacation plans. 
Work out a consensus. Choose 
your direction.
ARIES
TAURUS
GEMINI
CANCER
LEO
VIRGO
LIBRA
SCORPIO
SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS
PISCES
March 21- April 19
July 23 - Aug. 22
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
April 20 - May 20
Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
May 21 - June 20
Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Jan. 20 - Feb 18
June 21 - July 22
Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Feb. 19 - March 20
TODAY’S BIRTHDAY
Personal power and confidence come with high-octane results 
this year. Your influence grows with your professional stature. 
Work gets especially fun after 3/20, with creativity and romantic 
diversions. After 4/4, peace and quiet take on new importance. 
Meditation, spiritual inquiry and planning take priority. Tune 
your actions to your heart’s pitch for satisfaction and happiness.
Celebrity Horoscope
If you are a Scorpio, you share your sign with hilarious and 
beloved actress Emma Stone. While you may not be an 
“Easy A,” you are definitely “Superbad” like Stone. There 
is a chance you will encounter “Crazy, Stupid, Love” or 
perhaps, “Magic in the Moonlight” today. Be thankful that 
you wont have to deal with “Ghosts of Girlfriends Past” 
and take the day to just “Drive.”
Emma Stone
ru.wikipedia.org
Emma Stone is a Scorpio born 
November 6, 1988.
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DIY: Ping-Pong ball string lights
It’s inevitable for college students to have at least one strand of Christmas lights in their dorm rooms, but it’s less likely for someone to have 
spent the time spicing up their light display. Use the following directions to make your boring old lights stand out from all the others by simply 
adding Ping-Pong balls.
 
Step 1: Get your materials together. All you need is a strand of multicolored LED string lights, a package of Ping-Pong balls, and an exact-o 
knife. Note: It is crucial for the lights to be LED because they don’t get hot; therefore it makes it safe to add plastic balls.
 
Step 2: Take the exact-o knife and make a cut about a quarter inch long along the seam of the Ping-Pong ball. Then, make another cut 
perpendicular to the first, which should leave you with a very small cross shape. Repeat until you have cut enough Ping-Pong balls to cover all 
the lights on the strand.
Step 3: Assemble the finished product by wiggling the Ping-Pong balls onto each of the bulbs. Make sure to be careful, so you don’t to alter 
the form of the ball.
 
Perhaps to jazz it up even more, you could take a sharpie and add designs or patterns, such as polka dots, before assembling the lights.
Tech-Es take off
As someone who aspires to 
become an entrepreneur, what 
better way to get a head start 
than to be adventurous enough 
to develop a club on campus. 
For senior business management 
major Willem Delventhal, this 
is a true story.
Delventhal used his ambition 
to create a new club at Roger 
Williams University called the 
Technological Entrepreneurs 
(Tech-Es). As the club president, 
he describes it as a place for 
skill-sharing, community, and 
collaboration.
“The idea is to bring people 
from multiple disciplines 
together,” Delventhal said. 
“Anyone with an interest in 
being an entrepreneur and 
trying out the entrepreneurial 
market and getting them to 
work together on different 
apps.”
Essentially, being in the club 
is an opportunity for students 
to be able to pitch ideas. For 
example, a student can propose 
an idea for an app and the group 
will work together to make it 
happen.
Delventhal got the idea for 
the club from a job he held 
last summer; he spent his time 
working for a company called 
Lumosity, which focuses on 
making brain games. Delventhal 
explained that the only reason 
he got the job coding for 
company is because he had 
previous examples of his work, 
and a desire to learn more.
“We’re trying to make a place 
where people who have that 
vision can build their resumes 
and learn from projects,” 
Delventhal said.
While the club is primarily 
focused on making apps, they are 
supportive of other endeavors as 
well, such as members creating 
web sites, or developing a 
merchandising strategy. As 
there is no entrepreneurial club 
at RWU and, in consideration 
of being an up-and-coming 
establishment, Delventhal 
explains the club is open to 
branching out from their 
original focus on apps.
The Tech-Es held their first 
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 4 
and had only eight people in 
attendance. At the next meeting, 
they had 17 people, and have 
had at least 20 people at every 
meeting since. Delventhal 
shared how he was able to 
further develop the club and 
pick up members.
“I basically just did a lot of 
soul searching for people,” 
Delventhal said. “There were 
people who I knew would be 
interested right off the bat, so I 
contacted them first. That was 
pretty much the eight who were 
there at that very first founding 
meeting.”
From there, Delventhal set up 
a table at the career fair in an 
attempt to attract members. He 
said approximately 30 members 
signed up. Additionally, 
Delventhal conducted class talks 
explaining how the club would 
be beneficial to the potential 
members in the crowd. The club 
now has approximately 110 
members.
“The very first thing we did was 
we made a really cool flyer for the 
club, which is all over campus,” 
Delventhal said. “Besides that, 
the biggest thing has been sort of 
finding ourselves really because 
we’re such a new club and we are 
definitely getting going.”
Furthermore, the club 
permanently elected all of their 
cabinet members, voted on a 
group project and elected the 
project leaders for that. The 
Tech-Es are now currently 
building a campus shuttle app. 
When it is finished, the app 
should be able to tell you such 
things as where exactly the 
shuttle is and how long until it 
arrives at a specific location. 
“So, we have a running app 
that currently just has [about] 
three buttons that each brings 
up a different map that you 
can drag around the screen and 
stuff,” Delventhal said about 
their progress on the app so far.
Delventhal also says that as far 
as products go, the shuttle app 
will be the only thing the Tech-
Es are working on for this term. 
He sees starting the club as not 
only an experiment in his future 
profession, but an adventure. 
He hopes that club members are 
in the same boat as him, with a 
desire to build their resumes.
“What the actual members 
are trying to get out of it is skill 
sharing, they’re trying to build 
their skill sets as well as their 
resumes… having something 
down that they worked on,” 
Delventhal said.
The Tech-Es are also looking 
forward to their professional 
development forum designed 
by their very own president. The 
100 percent student discussion 
forum will be held on Nov. 12 
at 4 p.m. in the Marine and 
Natural Science building.
“Basically it’s a place for 
students to come together and 
just talk about what they think 
has worked in the job search for 
them, etc. and just try and talk 
to each other about what they 
can do to try and get jobs in the 
future,” Delventhal explained.
Delventhal and the Tech-Es 
have had a successful semester 
in further finding themselves as 
individuals, and as a club as well. 
Now that they are established, 
they will continue to grow by 
gaining members and produce 
more products in the future.
Ashley Williams
Entertainment Editor
Left: Tech-Es gather to find themselves as entreprenuers while working towards designing and developing mobile apps and more. Middle: Shuttle 
app homepage thusfar. Right: Shuttle app map and shuttle arrival time.
courtesy willem delventhal
The idea is to bring 
people from multiple 
disciplines together. 
Anyone with an 
interest in being 
an entrepreneur 
and trying out the 
entrepreneurial market 
and getting them to 
work together on 
different apps.
- Willem Delventhal, Senior
Fast-growing club works to create shuttle app
